Nowadays, an atomic column elemental mapping is popular method to determine an atomic position and species simultaneously [1] owing to radically innovated instrumentations such as aberration correctors [2] , highly sensitive detectors [3] and highly refined analysis software. The field to apply the method is expanding, since the results of the method is intuitive with high spatial resolution. One of challenges for communization of this method is to overcome the sample damage caused by electron beam irradiation, since it need more electron dose than imaging due to small cross section of ionization of atoms. To reduce the damage, many attempts are tried and succeeded such as improvement of analytical sensitivity of X-ray detectors [3] and use of lower accelerating voltage [4] .
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On the other hands, the characterizations of the atomic column elemental mapping, such as spatial resolution or quantitative capability, have been pursuing to educe its advantages and disadvantages [5] . For example, delocalization of analysis, which is one of the important physical parameter, is determined by accelerating voltage of a primary electron and absorption edge energy of a sample. For the experimental estimation, it is ideal to perform under condition of no sample damage, since the damage makes displacement of atoms, resulting in a large experimental error.
The STEM moiré method is already successfully applied to measure the strain of the semiconductor device in very short time (totally a few minutes) [6] . An advantage for the STEM moiré method is that low electron density due to its sparse interval of scanning pixels is required for the analysis. We have tried to apply the STEM moiré method to reduce an electron beam density and obtained a pseudo atomic column map [7] . With the STEM moiré method, we can obtain an atomic column map under an electron density as < 1 % low as one used in conventional method (direct method [1] ).
We used an aberration corrected microscope (JEM-ARM200F) with cold FEG, electron energy loss spectrometer (EELS) (Gatan Quantum ER) and silicone drift energy dispersive x-ray spectrometer (EDS) for this experiment operated at 200 kV. The sample was Si (110) with the thickness ≈ 250 nm and analytical signals were detected with EELS (for L shell electrons) and EDS (K shell electrons) simultaneously. To compare the result on K or L shell electrons, the elemental map was reconstructed with EDS for K shell and EELS for L shells. Figures 1 (a), (b) and (c) show the simultaneously obtained pseudo atomic column maps of Si using HAADF signal (a), K shell X-ray detected by the EDS (b) and L shell electrons detected by EELS (c). In HAADF image, the dumbbell in Si (110) sample is clearly shown as in direct atomic resolution HAADF image. The elemental maps also show the atomic location of Si atoms. The magnification of these maps is estimated to be 10 x. The number of pixel of the map is 96 x 96, resulting in pixel resolution of 29 pixels for aSi = 0.58 nm. The dose density on the sample over analysis time for moiré method is estimated to be 10 6 electrons / nm 2 . The dose density for equivalent pixel resolution for the direct method is estimated to be 10 8 electrons / nm 2 . Therefore, the total dose density is reduced to be 1%. Figure 2 shows the signal comparison of Si Ka by EDS, L2,3 electrons by EELS and HAADF after background subtraction and normalization on line shown in Fig. 1(a) as blue rectangle. They show similar profiles. We expect that the resolution or delocalization of these signals is determined by electron trajectories in the Si crystalline, not by delocalization of the signals. For, further understanding of the delocalization could be demonstrated by thinner samples. 
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